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Editors Ramblings
I'm still very much a beginner at fly fishing in general and river fishing in particular.
Like many people, as a kid, I did a bit of across and down wet fly fishing. I have
many fond memories of doing this at Kenmore and the French Jura. I'm sure though,
that there will be a few seizures and much spluttering when I confess that this was
done using a bubble float. We couldn't afford the "posh gear" that grown ups used.
For the last two or three years I have been trying, with various degrees of success,
Euro Nymphing. So this year I have decided to have a serious go at Dry Fly Fishing. I
have had a go before and to be honest there's nothing quite like seeing a fish come up
and take your fly. For me it beats the take of a sub surface fly any time. I've asked
some members for their advice on how best to go about it and I'll discuss some of
their suggestions in this issue.
One of the points of dispute in angling circles, apart from the size of the one that got
away, is the size of the one that was actually netted. Some members have landing nets
with built in sales. Those of us of more modest means just have to guestimate. I came
across a useful graphic on the web which will hopefully take some of the guessing
out of the business. Like the Pirates Code, "it's only guidelines". The editorial staff
take no responsibility for any arguments.
I have asked a couple of members to give us a River Report for both Salmon and
Brown Trout. If anyone wishes to contribute to this for future editions of the
Newsletter please send details to any committee member by Messenger and I will
include them.
Last but not least, fir those members curious about the reasons why we have catch
and release I have included two tables provided by the Forth District Salmon Fishery
Board. More details can be found on their website

Dry Fly Fishing
With many thanks to Stewart for all his advice and photos)
The most common advice that I've been given can be summarised as "The further the
fly line tip is away from the fly the better". This means using a tapered leader and
adding 3 or 4 feet of 3lb tippet. Using a 1mm tippet ring definitely makes this a lot
easier whether it's for dry fly or nymph fishing. Expert casters who are good at
turning over long leaders, (definitely not me) will use a twelve foot tapered leader
plus tippet giving around sixteen feet in total. For ordinary punters like me who are
only mediocre casters a 9 foot tapered leader will suffice.
There is also a school of thought which says that "The further the end of the fly line is
away from the fly the better" is nonsense. For them the hassle of turning over a long
monofilament leader is an unnecessary complication. They will advise you to use a
furled leader of about 3-4 feet and a three feet tippet
What, I hear you say. Anglers disagreeing!!!! Believe it or not, it does happen , even
in our little club 😉. Some people swear by Furled Leaders, some people swear at
them. I will try both methods and if I have any success, let you know how I get on
later this year.
Drag is the Dry fly fisherman’s curse. Fish won’t normally touch a dragging fly as it
is unnatural and can actually put them down . Aerial mends in your cast will help sort
this as well as changing your angle of cast from various points in the river.
Wind is your enemy or your friend depending what direction it’s blowing. Turning a
size sixteen dry fly over into a ten to fifteen mph wind very difficult to say the least.
The line goes out and the fly blows back. To counter this you will need to try and
change the angle of your cast. All very well in theory but in practise not really
possible in places like the upper river as it’s not wide enough and casts can only be
made almost straight upstream. This is stuff that I'll leave to the "Grumpy Brothers".
As a wind from behind is not something that can be called up to order I'll be back to
lobbing nymphs upstream on those days
Use Frogs Fanny substitute for drying CDC flies and Gink on feathered dries such as
the Paraduns shown elsewhere in this newsletter. Frogs Fanny is just a brand name
for Fumed Silica and Gink is just the best known Gel Floatant, other brands are
available. Google is your friend as is Ebay

Degrease your tippet although some people don’t. For all the time that it takes I think
that it's worth the effort. It won't do any harm and it just may help to catch that
particularly difficult fish. There are any number of proprietary products but good old
Fullers Earth mixed with washing up liquid does the trick just as well. At a push some
bankside mud will do the trick.
Stealth is the name of the game as well don’t go charging about and wear drab
colours. There's no need to go full on Special Forces, just be sensible. Fishing the flat
sections of the river can be challenging as the fish are spooky and have plenty time to
inspect your set up and fly so like the advert says, "every little helps"
Casting is the most important part of Dry Fly Fishing. You also need to land your cast
like a feather. Rather than thrashing the river to a white foam find a nice spot of grass
in your local park and practise your casting there. As Brian once said, "the better I get
at casting the luckier I get at catching fish"
I have been advised by someone who is much more knowledgeable about these things
than me to cast short every time first cast then release the correct length of line to put
the fly approximately three foot above the fish. Let the fly come well past the fish
before you lift of gently and recast to same area.
It can't be said often enough, you need to be able to cast well. The reason being you
need to turn over your leader and land a fly almost exactly where your aiming.
If you feel that your casting isn't up to scratch a visit to a casting instructor can help.
We all know the Usual Suspects to approach for this and I DON'T mean Keyser Söze
either. 😉
Knowing what flies to use is all down to watching and knowing what they are eating
then matching the hatch as they say. This used to be learned by sitting and watching
and reading books. Nowadays we also have YouTube. There are loads of videos there
covering all aspects of fishing. We are lucky to have a lot of experienced anglers in
the club. Don't be shy and ask them for advice if you meet them on the river. being
polite costs nothing and it can certainly pay dividends. I have included photos of a
couple of the more common upwing insects. If anyone has any suggestions about
other insects to include let me know and I'll try and find royalty free photos to include
in the future. Below is selection of patterns which are proven fish catchers on not
only our river but around the country

Presidents Picks

Jingler
Size 14 imitates a Large
Dark Olive
Size 12 used to imitate a
Large Dark Olive / March
Brown

Yellow May Emerger
Size 14
Great pattern when they
are on Yellow Mays

Dark Olive CDC Dun
Size 16/14 generic pattern
fantastic fish catcher

Dark Olive Emerger
Same as Dark Olive CDC
Dun but tied on an
Emerger hook

Pale Watery Paradun
Size 16 great from May
onwards

Dark Olive Paradun
Size 16/14 generic pattern
and floats like a cork.
Great fly

Caenis
Size 18/20 not many on the
river but good to have in
your box.

Griffiths Gnat
Size 20. Great on all rivers
when they are on midges

Hawthorn Fly
Size 14 deadly when the
hawthorns are getting
blown onto the water

F Fly
Size 16/18 deadly when the
ants and black gnats are
getting blown on the water

Blue Winged Olive
Size 16 Speaks for itself

Some of the flies found on the River Leven

Blue Winged Olive

Large Dark Olive

Stonefly

Sedge

Approximate Fish Weights
This is the table I mentioned in my ramblings. Remember, it’s only guidelines

Guide to River Gradings
Probability of meeting
conservation limit

Category

1

2

3

Advice

At least 80%

Exploitation is sustainable therefore no
additional management action is currently
required. This recognises the effectiveness
of existing non-statutory local management
interventions.

60-80%

Management action is necessary to reduce
exploitation: catch and release should be
promoted strongly in the first instance. The
need for mandatory catch and release will
be reviewed annually.

Less than 60%

Exploitation is unsustainable therefore
management actions required to reduce
exploitation for 1 year i.e. mandatory catch
and release (all methods).

Proposed River Gradings for 2022 season
2017 2018 2019

2020 2021

River Name

2022
Proposed

Change

3

3

3

3

3

River Almond

3

no change

3

3

3

3

3

River Avon

3

no change

2

3

3

3

3

River Carron (Grangemouth) 3

no change

3

3

3

3

3

River Devon

3

no change

2

2

2

2

2

River Forth

2

no change

3

3

3

3

3

River Leven (Fife)

3

no change

River Reports
Brown Trout
Trout fishing is good at the minute with sporadic Olive hatches bringing some Trout
to the surface. Plenty of fish being caught on nymphs. Some people have reported
success on the Duo.

